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Lawyers talk about jurisdiction all the time.  As socio-legal scholars have 
repeatedly reminded, “jurisdiction” can mean that the law speaks or to speak 
the law.  Jurisdiction is the law’s answer to questions about what the law 
addresses and who speaks for the law. But in the humanities, studies of 
jurisdiction often extrapolate from the legal technicalities to broader, often 
abstract, claims about culture, knowledge, and the epistemic possibilities of 
knowing. Between the law and humanities lies a fundamental difference in 
the attention paid to the technicalities of formal jurisdictional rules.  To what 
extent might the humanistic tendency toward the more abstract, metaphorical 
use of jurisdiction help expand the scope of legal scholarship, while informing 
a more robust humanistic engagement with the technicalities of law so 
familiar to lawyers and law professors? 
     This fundamental question about jurisdiction between law and the 
humanities is not merely speculative.  Rather, it is broached at a time of 
‘reconciliation’ in Canada, in the wake of a national apology for Canada’s 
Indian Residential Schools Program.  That state project had the aim of 
culturally wiping out Canada’s indigenous population by targeting their 
children, taking them away from parents and communities to “teach the 
Indian” out of them.  Despite the closure of such programs, the effects of that 
program are deeply entrenched in the Child Protective Services system across 
every Canadian province, where children at risk are removed from parental 
care and put into state-sanctioned foster care.  Some estimates indicate that 
more indigenous children are in state managed care than were ever ‘enrolled’ 
in the residential schools across the country. As Provinces and Indigenous 
communities battle over who has legal jurisdiction over the bodies of 
indigenous children, this workshop is built on the idea that the very concept 
of ‘jurisdiction’ remains pregnant with possibilities that conversations such as 
this workshop can make real and meaningful as Canadians explore and 
expound upon the meaning of reconciliation. 
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PANEL 3: 

RECONCILING JURISDICTIONAL CLAIMS: CHILD 
WELFARE & INDIGENOUS YOUTH 

Ø Allysa J. Case, Ontario Ministry of Children & 
Youth Services 

Ø Alexandria Winterburn, Pape, Salter, Teillet LLP 
Ø Bradin Cormack, English, Princeton University 
Ø Shiri Pasternak, Indigenous Governance, Ryerson 

University 
Ø Anna Su, Law, University of Toronto 

  

JURISDICTION IN THE HUMANITIES & INTERPRETIVE 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Ø Bradin Cormack, English, Princeton University 
Ø Shiri Pasternak, Indigenous Governance, Ryerson 

University 
Ø Mariana Valverde, Centre for Criminology & 

Sociolegal Studies, University of Toronto 
Ø Urfan Khaliq, Law, Cardiff University 
Ø Renisa Mawani, Sociology, UBC 
Ø Annelise Riles, Law, Cornell University 

  

AFTER JURISDICTION 
Ø Shrimoyee Ghosh, Jammu Kashmir Coalition of 

Civil Society, Srinigar India 
Ø Urfan Khaliq, Law, Cardiff University 
Ø Renisa Mawani, Sociology, UBC 
Ø Heidi Bohaker, History, University of Toronto 
Ø Anver Emon, Law, University of Toronto 
Ø Sarah Ghabriel, History, Concordia University 

This event is free and open to the public but seating is limited and registration is required.   
Please email your name and institutional affiliation to events.law@utoronto.ca by 1 June to register. 


